SER/SE&CR/SR GOODS BRAKE VANS GBV60 AND GBV90
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS AND HISTORICAL NOTES
Revised Aug 2019

INTRODUCTION
These kits of parts were developed in order to speed up my own model-making and I hope they will encourage
other modellers of this neglected railway. The drawings are very carefully researched, and I try to make the kits
as historically accurate as possible. If your chosen version has a louvre ventilator, a pair can be supplied at
nominal cost at the time of purchase.
PAINTING AND HISTORICAL NOTES are at the end.
LATER VERSIONS: The original vehicles were fitted with the slide brake. From the 1880s, a lower, wider
version was built which looks very similar at a glance. This had the clasp brake. If you decide to try this, order
the kit as GBV90 which represents the variations built in the 1890s. (But note that the original was 2 inches
wider – 1.2mm – so if you must have absolute accuracy you will need to make your own ends.) GBV90
instructions begin on p.8
TO COMPLETE THE KIT, you will need 3’7” Mansell wheels (Slaters or equivalent), quick-set epoxy resin
adhesive (eg. Araldite or Devcon), superglue, int and transfers. SER wagon transfers should become
available from Fox Transfers in early 2003.
TOOLS NEEDED: medium and fine flat files and triangular files for cleaning up castings. A model drill,
preferably a pillar drill. (Hand-held drills may wander and chip the resin sides) The following drills are useful:
2.5mm, 1.4mm, 0.9mm, 0.6mm. (You can probably manage with 1/8", 3/64”, 1/16”and 1/32”) Sharp point for
marking. Craft knife, small set square, sandpaper and sanding block.
HEALTH AND SAFETY: Like all white-metal castings the ones in this kit contain small amounts of lead. Keep
them away from young children. Dispose carefully of all filings, drill swarf, etc. Do not eat while handling parts,
and wash your hands thoroughly. So far as I know, the resin poses no health risk but avoid inhaling filing dust.
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PACKING LIST

Glazing 3" x 1"
60 thou Styrene floor
47.5 x 107 mm
40 thou Styrene Partition:
47 x 47mm
4 x 1 mm styrene strip
2 x 85mm + 2x55
(GBV90)
12" 26 SWG soft brass
wire
2 Resin sides
GBV60 - 2 solebars with
axleboxes [53]
BAG 1:
GBV60 - Buffer stocks
[45] x4
GBV90 – long 3 rib Buffer
stocks [40] x4
GBV90 - axleboxes [5] x4

Glazing template
60 thou Styrene top spacer 47.5 x ~20mm

GBV90 – Brake Etch

40 Thou Styrene roof
56 x 114mm rolled
2 x 1 mm styrene strip
2 x 85mm + 2x55 (GBV90)
4 ½ - 5" 26 SWG p-b wire
2 Resin ends
GBV90 – Comp. Brake Etch

GBV60 Buffers [33] x4

GBV90 - 2 solebars NO
axleboxes [17]

2 coupling hooks [33]
GBV60 coupling etch

GBV90 Buffers [25] x4
GBV90 - springs [3] x4

Torp vents [35] x4

BAG 2:
2 door handles [91]

1 double aspect lamp [17]

GBV Etch (lamp irons,
steps)

If no GBV etch then: 8 step brackets [8] and
4 steps [8] (can cut down double)

30 pins – Squires? or
dressmakers
If no lamp iron etch then:
1 RH bracket lamp iron
[9] &1 LH bracket lamp
iron
4 wide strt lamp irons [9]
& 2 standard lamp irons
[9]

BAG 3 (9ft Wheelbase Slide Brake):
4 narrow brake blocks [7] 1 End crank assembly [7]
1 centre crank [14,17]
2 ‘Z’ double cranks [9B]
2 brake slides with
1 Gear spindle [9]
runners [7]
1.2mm N/S or brass rod– 0.7mm N/S or brass rod
50mm
– 2 inches

2 brake links [9B]
1 handwheel [9]
1 bevel gear [9]

BAG 3 GBV90
1 Gear spindle [9]

1 bevel gear [9]
Van drawing

GENERAL METHODS

•

The resin castings are made in two part moulds, and it’s almost impossible to produce a casting
without minor imperfections caused by air bubbles. I reject those that have too many. Look out for tiny
gaps in the beading around panels and tiny holes in thin
edges such as window frames. Fill with e.g. Squadron
putty or Humbrol filler. Hold the casting up to the light, and
if you can see an internal air-bubble, consider cutting a
small hole in the rear, and pressing filler into the small
void.

•

I find the homemade tool in the photo very useful for
cleaning up inside panelled areas where normal tools
would remove detail. The strip wood is 3 or 4mm square.
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•

The whole kit can be assembled using two-part 5minute epoxy resin glue such as Araldite or Devcon,
and/or superglue.

•

I recommend ‘paint as you go’, where suggested in the instructions. Leaving painting until after
completion can cause difficulties, especially the interior and underside.

•

This resin takes paint easily and primer is not needed (unlike etched brass!). However a plain coat of
paint is useful to show up flaws and gaps needing attention before you start the paint job proper.

Getting the resin castings ready
1. Occasionally, particularly after long storage, the resin sides and ends may be slightly warped. First warm
the castings in hot water or with a hair-dryer and then very gently bend them between the fingers. Another
method is to leave them on a flat windowsill in hot sunlight (summer only...)
2. Clean up the edges of the resin castings with a file and glass-paper.
NB 1: Make sure to retain the roof bevel on the sides.
NB 2: Be careful not to file off the strapping detail on the edges of the ends.
NB 3: The strapping on the RH edge of the brake end is missing – add a piece of 10 thou styrene 2.5 x 1
mm.
NB 4: The door droplight frames are fragile, so clean up very gently with a fine file. If you break the
frame, I suggest fitting a replacement strip of thin styrene to the glazing in the final stages of assembly.
NB 4: Check the glazing rebates and remove any little resin projections which will interfere with the
glazing later on.
Check for squareness and adjust.
3. The castings are matched for length, but one may need slight trimming – best done on the non-door end.

The ledges are visible through the windows, and may be filed back where they show.
4. The ends: Drill through for lamp-irons with a 0.6mm (No.73) drill. Refer to the drawing, and drill out the
edges of the non-brake end for the side lamp-irons. There are drilling blips to guide you, but NB the top
drilling-blip is 1.5mm higher than it should be.
5. The sides: With the same 0.6mm (No.73) drill, drill holes through the side door frames for the wire doubledoor handles and grab-railsto be fitted later. Refer to the scale drawing, and note that there are tiny dents
to guide you. There are 24 holes to be drilled for stages 6&7 not counting the end-facing lamp irons.
6. Refer to the drawing, and drill out either side of the draw- (coupling) hook using a 0.9mm drill. You can just
see little ‘dents’ to guide you. The safety chain eyes will fit in these holes later on.
7. There was probably a partition separating the brake end from the parcels area. If details come to light, I
may make a casting. In the meantime, a 40 thou styrene sheet, 46 xx 47 mm is supplied. You should trim
the top to match the roof profile copied from the ends and you may wish to devise a door in it and scribe
planking.
8. Offer one end and one resin side to the styrene floor and see how they are intended to fit. NB: Make sure
you match sides and ends correctly! – side door next to the end with lower windows. Run a thin file along
the slots in the end to ensure the tongues on the sides fit snugly.
9. Trim the floor to be an exact fit, checking that the floor won’t force the ends or sides apart.
10. I recommend painting the interior and partition at this point – probably a stone colour (pale cream). The
floor would have been 'smudge' – brownish grey left-overs.
11. Run a thin film of glue along the joins and fit together one side, one end and the floor. Allow time for the
glue to begin to stiffen – a few minutes. On a piece of glass or other flat surface, make a trial dry assembly
of the other end and side and check the body for squareness.
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12. With the body still on a flat surface glue the remaining parts into place.
13. I recommend fitting the partition in the final stages, after assembly.
14. Glue the middle styrene ceiling strengthener onto the moulded ledges above the side doors.
15. Leave the body to set for at least an hour and preferably overnight.
16. Clean the buffer holes with a round needle file. Clean up the buffer stocks to fit without forcing.
17. Glue the buffer stocks in place, checking the orientation of the ribs against the drawing. Also check that
the buffers will be horizontal when inserted. It helps to thread a 1/16” rod through the buffer stocks from
one end of the wagon to the other.
WHITE-METAL UNDERFRAME - PREPARATION

1. Before assembly, check the castings against the drawing, and cut or file off any excess metal (‘flash’) left
over from casting, including casting ridges behind the W-irons. Run a file over the top edge and make
sure it’s straight. If not, it can be gently bent. (This low-melt alloy is fairly pliable)
2. Clear out the holes for brake and step-hanger castings. I recommend making a trial (no-glue) fitting of the
steps and step hangers at this stage so that you are confident about the placing. Refer to the scale
drawing, noting that the step arrangement on one side is the mirror image of the other. There should be
four hangers on each side, one step under guard's door and another step under the middle of the double
doors. One replica bolt and washer will need to be filed away on each solebar, so that the step under the
guard's door fits snugly. Since the same solebar casting is used for each side, 3 pairs of holes are
redundant and should be filled.
3. Gently offer the solebar castings into the slots in the resin ends, trimming as necessary. DO NOT force
them in – the resin will snap. Check that they fit snugly removing any excess resin glue from the floor, and
smoothing off the top of the solebars
4. Check that the wheel bearings fit in the axlebox holes, and if necessary, clean out the holes. The intention
is for the bearings to sit about 1mm proud of the casting. NB: because the clearances inside these early
axleboxes are so small (they’re to scale!) there are occasional pin holes in the casting. These can easily
be filled with model filler after assembly.
5. Make a trial (no glue) assembly, with wheels, and check the axles are at right angles to the sides. (You
may need to trim one solebar end to fit more deeply into its slot.) Check that the van sits level when
placed on a level surface such as a glass sheet. If necessary, (and it’s normally not) gently file down the
top of one of the solebars until everything is true. Mark solebars and floor so that from now on they are reassembled in the same order.
6. Remove, and…
7. Referring to the scale drawing, drill out the horse-hook holes in both solebars (underframe sides) with a
0.6mm (No 73) drill. The holes are partially cast to guide you. NB: small drills bind easily in low-melt alloy
and snap. Use a sharp drill, slow speed and remove frequently to clear swarf.
8. Bend small pieces of the soft 26 SWG brass wire to make square U-shaped horse-hooks and stick in place
in the holes you've just drilled.
9. Clean up the brake slide bar and locate behind the W-irons, one on each side. The slide bar spigots fit into
the holes provided. (Since the castings are multi-purpose, the outer set of spigots must be trimmed off.)
Make sure the little adjusting screws point upwards.
10. At this stage, I recommend painting the body, solebar/axlebox castings, wheels, and remaining

components. (See Painting Notes on a later page) Remember first to fill any gaps and holes, do a final
clean up, and wash the body.
UNDERFRAME ASSEMBLY

1. Place the resin body upside down on two strips of wood so that it’s steady.
2. Take your time over the next few steps - the good running of the wagon depends upon it. Put the bearings
into the holes, and sandwich the wheelsets between the solebars. Feed them into the slots in the resin
ends.
3. Make a further trial assembly on glass, to see that the van still sits level.
4. When you’re satisfied, run a thin smear of resin glue along top of the solebars and quite a lot into the
slots. Fix the solebars (with wheels!) in position. Again, check the wheels are at right-angles to the sides.
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Let the glue begin to set (about 5 minutes), then - holding the solebars in place, turn the wagon over and
stand it on the glass. Make sure all four wheels touch.
5. Let the resin glue set, preferably overnight.
6. If there is side-play where the bearings sit in the axleboxes, secure them with a drop of superglue.

BRAKE GEAR ('The Slide Brake')

End crank
Assembly

View from underneath (upside down)
1. Support the body upside down on a couple of strips of wood so that it doesn't rock.
2. Fit the long slides between the W-irons using the locating pins to fit into the holes in the W-irons.
3. Wedge each brake block between wheel and slide with a narrow strip of card or styrene approximately 20
thou thick. Fix with a drop of superglue.
4. Before continuing, identify the centre-crank and end-crank assembly. Fitting the pull-rod is easier and
stronger if you drill the indentations (marked X in the diagram) with a 0.9mm drill to a depth of 1mm or so.
5. Cut the 1.2mm pivot rod to length, about 43.5 mm. Thread onto it in order a double crank, the centre crank
and the remaining double crank. Make sure they are all the correct way round, as in the diagram.
Superglue the pivot rod into the bearings on the slide bars, and superglue the push-rods to the slides as
shown. NB: Do NOT glue centre-crank yet.
6. Glue the end-crank assembly to the wagon floor, with the little spigot glued into the corresponding hole
behind the headstock (buffer beam).
7. Cut the pull rod (approx 41mm long) from 0.9mm rod to fit between end crank and centre crank. Glue into
the holes marked X.
8. On the end of the wagon, glue the tiny bevel gear into the corresponding hole above the crossbeam. Do
NOT cut off the sprue – it forms the spindle for the handwheel. It's best to fit the handwheel in the final
stages after glazing.
9. Reduce the sprues on the gear spindle so that they fit nicely in the holes in the resin end, and glue in
place.
10. Cut two 4.5mm lengths of 26 SWG brass wire (the handrail wire) to form pivots for the pair of straight links
to be fitted between end crank and the block on bottom of the gear spindle. Glue the wires into one link,
with a ½ mm protrusion, then assemble through the holes in crank and block and glue the remaining link in
place.
DETAILING (1)

1. Bend square-U shaped pieces of 26 SWG brass wire to make handles for the double doors and insert in
the 0.6mm holes drilled previously.
2. Making and fitting the side grab-rails is ticklish. If you're manipulatively challenged (clumsy? – perish the
thought!), I'd suggest it's better to leave them off than to have badly-made ones that are not square and
parallel with the framing. Alternatively, you could try using tiny split pins to hold the rails. The half-way
solution is to fit the horizontal rails only. For the intrepid, here are my suggestions:
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3. Glue short pieces of 26 SWG wire into the middle two holes of the long horizontal rail as in the diagram.
Cut and file them flat to protrude about 1mm. Hold more 26 SWG wire in the vice and pull with pliers to
straighten it, then cut 8 over-length pieces – 4 for the horizontals and 4 for the verticals. Before bending,
secure them to a piece of heat-resistant board with plasticine or Blue-tack, and solder them together to
make offset Ts. Then bend the curves on the verticals, and turns the ends sharply to fit into the holes in the
framing. Glue into the holes and onto the 1mm protruding wires with superglue. Alternatively tin the ends
of the wire with a quick touch of a hot iron (to avoid doing anything to the resin), tin the relevant places on
the handrails and touch in place with the iron, ends first
4. Fit the four safety-chain eyes into the solebars and the tiny (scale) cast handles into the guard's doors.
5. Glue the partition in place, and add the handwheel.
6. Using the template, cut the glazing into two rectangles 9 x 11.5 mm for the doors, and four of 9.3 x 14mm
for the ends. Glue in place with the minutest drops of
superglue or a smear of Evostik.
7. Lamp-irons.
8. Referring to the scale drawing, glue 4 narrow straight
lamp-irons into place on the ends; the wide straight
lamp-irons on the side, and the two bracket lamp-irons
onto the brake end.
Etched bracket lamp-irons

9. These are handed, left and right. Double fold the
lamp holders as in the photo. Best to hold the spigot
in a table vice for this and use fine-nosed pliers. Trial
into the square hole of the fixing plate and if
necessary file spigot to fit.
10. Punch the rivets, or – for the ‘advanced’ modeller,
drill 0.65 and replace with sewing pins with heads
squared.
11. Solder or super-glue the bracket into the fixing plate, locate the spigot in the hole in the resin end and glue.
ROOF

12. Trim the edge of the styrene roof so that it fits with about 1mm overhang all round. Glue in place.
13. Sand the edges of the roof vertical, to leave about 0.8mm projecting from the sides and ends.
14. If you are modelling the van in later years, you may wish to fit a chimney – not supplied – centrally

between the double doors. Photos confirm this position for the stove, but it seems silly – would have made
loading more difficult!
DETAILING (2)

15. Cut running boards from the 4 x 1 and 2 x 1
microstrip together after cutting to length.
They are to fit around the axlebox as shown.
Note that later vans may have variants, so
check with photos.
16. Join the pieces by solvent- welding. It’s helpful to do this in a
strip of angle section metal:
17. Glue the running-board hangers and steps into place. The
cast holes in the solebar may need a little opening out with the tip of a craft knife. Then add the runningboards. While individual hangers are quite delicate, once the boards are added, there is adequate
strength for normal handling, but be careful if you regularly pack and unpack the vans.
BUFFERS AND DRAWGEAR

1. Clean up the buffers. Note that two are flat-heads and two are round-heads - check with the drawing to
get them the right way round! The rule is, “From the side, round is right.” Some modellers have been
worried about the fragility of these buffers, but the metal is pliable, and can be bent straight again after an
accident! I’ve been using them for more than 20 years now. (The alloy is prone to pitting, so you may
need to use filler)
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1. The buffers should need little adjustment in order to slide easily in the stocks. If necessary, gently run a
1.7mm drill through the holes in the buffer stocks, and scrape the buffer shanks along the length with a
craft knife, rotating the buffer between each scrape. Don’t file the shanks across the width – the roughness
will stop the buffers sliding smoothly. The buffers should slide easily in and out. If not, your derailment rate
will rise!
1. Measure 13.5mm along the shanks from the back of the buffer head. Drill a hole 0.6 mm (No 73) right
through each shank to take the spring wire. If you're squeamish about drilling through a narrow rod, make
a simple jig from a couple of inches of 1/16" I.D. brass tube. Drill the hole through the brass tube at the
correct distance from the end. It's then a simple matter to feed each buffer into the tube for drilling. This
jig is also useful for protecting the shank if you paint the buffer heads before assembly (rear – black, front
and edge – teak colour)
2. Clean up the hole in the resin end for draw-hook. Use
either a fine needle file, or a hand-held 1.4 mm or 3/64”
drill. The hook should slide smoothly in and out without
sticking.
3. Couplings are supplied on an etch similar to that available
from many other manufacturers. The links are bent up and
and the centres added along with the counterweights. The
etched hooks are laminated together and fitted as above.
The loops are hung in the tiny slot which is then closed to
hold them in place. The hook castings can be used if you
saw an equivalent slot and close it with a spot of glue or careful bending.
4. Castings and wire can be provided to make scale size screw
couplings. The castings are tin-rich, and stronger than they may
appear. They work well for me in period-length trains of up to
12 or 15 wagons. When available, the castings and wire are
exchanged for a fold-up etch.
NOTE: The top link should be made up before springing buffers
and drawhook.
Use fine-nose pliers to bend end loops in three pieces of the
24SWG iron wire to make links of the sizes shown. Cut a 5mm
piece for the top pivot, and superglue it into one of the short
links. Thread the pivot through the drawhook and superglue the
second short link onto it, (taking care not glue pivot to hook! – I
dip fine wire into the superglue to apply a minute drop). Later on, when you've completed the wagon, the
lower link can be bent up, and the coupling assembled. The bob-weight has a spigot which can be
squashed with pliers to stop it falling out.
5.

Returning to buffers and drawhook: run the phosphor-bronze wire through your fingers to straighten it, then
cut off two pieces 41.5 mm long. Checking with the diagram in Stage 3, slide the wire through the hole in
the coupling hook just behind the headstock, and then into the hole in one of the buffer shanks. Push it
right through and then as you pull it back, insert it into the hole in the other buffer shank. (It’s much easier
to do than explain) With a little bit of adjustment, the two buffers should now spring easily in and out.

6. When you’re satisfied, push the coupling hook fully in, and put a blob of resin glue or superglue to hold
both it and the wire in place – or better still solder with 70deg. solder. When set, the wire can be bent so
that the buffer faces protrude 13mm from the resin headstock.
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GBV90

1. In all later versions, the ends should be 2in (1.2mm) wider, but there is no easy way of modifying the
resins. The rounded headstock (buffer beam) ends should be removed, retaining the corner straps.
2. However, the express ducketted version seems to have retained the high body and therefore the
resins do not need modifying. Given its date it probably has the clasp brake, but the currently known
photos don’t help. So only follow the instructions for the brake underframe. You will need to make your
own duckets based on photos. If you think they still had the slide brake, ask for GBV90.
3. For accuracy you should saw off the centre spring hanger from the generic solebar casting and later
on, when fitting the axleguard assemblies, replace with the included scroll irons. Note that the casting
will need some holes drilled differently for step hangers.
4. The later lower version can require some body surgery, depending on how accurately you like to
model. In effect, the body was squashed down, so the sides overlap the solebars. If you are planning
to model a version with an upper running board along the whole length, you may prefer to keep the
body as is, and mount the board half-way up the solebar to disguise that it’s 10” or so high, rather than
half that. This is the easy way out. More difficult is to modify the body and solebars as in the photo:

5. Both ends must be sawn through where shown. Note how the 1860 body end overlaps the headstock
by a fraction of a millimetre. When glued back together, there should be no overlap. File down the top
of the headstock and the bottom so that it has less height and open the buffer holes vertically a little.
File away any remaining bottom rail. Superglue the end back on the headstock.
6. On each side, to achieve the overlap, remove the ledge and then bevel the bottom of the side to thin it.
Then bevel back the top outer edge of the cast solebar and offer to the side so that the bevels are
together. You might try holding a corner of the body together with dabs of say UHU (which can be
scraped off afterwards. The intention is that the solebar can still slide into the end slots, leaving
enough distance between it and its opposite for the axleguard assemblies.
7. An alternative would be to make a thinner solebar out of wood or metal strip, but then you would have
to add your own cosmetic bolts and order extra scroll irons.
8. The GBV etch has hangers and separate upper steps intended for the 1860s van. The single steps
could be soldered to the hangers to support the upper running boards, or alternatively, instead of
pinning the hangers to the solebars, use wire and allow enough to protrude to hold the upper boards.
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Assembly instructions follow:
The photo shows the parts of the brake etch. Check the linkage with the GBV90 drawing before removing
parts.
9. Basic order of underframe assembly
(but please also follow the detailed
notes):
•

Solder folds of axleguard
assemblies

•

Loose fit bearings and wheels

•

Fit assemblies

•

Fit solebars

•

Fit Vee-hangers, crossrod and
cranks

•

Fit the brake linkage, tying the
brakes

•

Fit T-hangers, axleboxes and
springs

•

Fit running boards

10. The photo and diagrams should make
clear what you’re aiming for. The comp
units have brake hangers in the etch
supplied.
11. Reinforce folds with solder or 2-part quick-set epoxy resin such as Araldite. As you cut out the small
parts, make sure not to lose them. Remove the A shaped brake ties. Spring them into the brake
hangers, letting them hang down (towards the floor at this stage). The A-frames with the short
extension go on the outside. Confirm with brake
arrangement on the GBV90 drawing. Solder a
spare brake block onto the projecting spigot.
Choose appropriate keeper plates, punch rivets
and solder to bottom of W-irons. (For better
appearance, drill out keeper plates, and fix with
lill pins after squaring the heads.) Use 3/64”
brass rod to pivot the rocking W-iron.
12. Before finalising the wheel assemblies, fixed
and rocking, I prefer to side-track and paint the
wheels. This is best if you’re going for the full
Mansell patent: wooden segments teak and
outer steel tyre white. Use 3ft 6in Mansell
Wheels (GWR type) from e.g. Slaters. If you’re
using Slaters wheels, then the centre can be
black and also the inner rim. This paint scheme
is difficult to apply in situ, surrounded by
running gear.
13. Trial the axleguard assemblies under the model and
check the height of the buffer holes, which should be
24.5mm (3ft 6”). If need be, pack them up.
14. There’s not much clearance for the wheel treads and
you may need to burr out small rectangles in the floor.
Check that the rocker can rock, no more than ½-1mm.
The wheels must run freely obviously.
15. To control the rocking, solder lengths of 0.5mm PB ,
wire as in the photo opposite. Bend towards floor a
little.
16. Rinse off any acid, (dilute bicarb solution, then water.) Spray with an etch primer and then black.
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17. Loose fit bearings and wheels. Solder the bearings with the iron, or glue, pushing in so that there is
virtually no sideways play and making sure wheels are centred.
18. Mark the centre line of each coach side, put the body in the cradle and trial the solebars, so that the
centre holes line up with side centre. Ends may need to be trimmed. Offer up the wheel units
19. Glue the solebars, but not the wheel units. Fit the buffer guides, checking the fin orientation, and lining
up with a length of 1.6mm (1/16”) rod along the length.
20. Glue the fixed wheel assembly in place, lining up the W-irons with the bolt heads cast on the solebars.
Holding the rocking assembly, place the vehicle on a level surface, and measure the height of the
buffer-guides at each end. Depending on the sharpness of the folds, you may need to insert a little
card packing when glueing. Follow the same procedure for the rocking unit, except allowing clearance
for the spring to rock up and down between the hangers. The RH drawing is for a different vehicle but
on the same principle.

21. The four axlebox castings are to be glued to the bearings and W-irons,
but first you may to wish to drill 0.55mm (litte pips in the castings) to
take wire representing the L-shaped cap handles. Gain practice with
the fixed wheel unit first. When fixing, the springs are caught behind
the axlebox castings, so use a slow glue such as UHU. The springhangers (scroll irons) are glued to the underside of the solebar.

Brake Gear
22. The photo shows a similar passenger brake van, with underneath framing. There is no vac. cylinder on
the GBV so the crank for it can be omitted.
Make pivots for the brake linkage from the
fine pins supplied. It’s usually best to cut
them down to make manoeuvring easier.
It’s also best to leave cranks loose and then
solder groups of links.
23. Identify the tie-bar cranks with reference to
the brake diagram and by their 4 holes.
Pivot them in the brake pivots sticking up
from each of the assemblies. Glue or
solder, leaving the crank loose.
24. With a hot iron, loosen the A-shape tie rods
and point their extensions towards the
o
crank. Twist the A- extensions by 90 and
pin to tie-bar cranks.
25. Bend two Vee hangers and glue one
centrally and one against the solebar on the
right, when viewing the van upside down
from the guard’s end. (Check with photos).
Better still cut your own assembly from thin
scrap metal as in this diagram:
26. Assemble remaining brake linkage. 2 lengths of brake pull-rod are provided. If neither suitable, cut,
overlap & solder for shorter version, or overlap half of each & solder for much longer version.
Detailing
27. Make and add extra strapping from 10thou styrene or metal foil with bolt heads pressed in.
28. Solder pin into handwheel centre, and into handwheel pivot etch. Glue inside vehicle body.
29. Fit the modified step hangers with pins as suggested above.
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PAINTING AND LETTERING

1.

In SER days, the vans were painted 'a dark red-brown' – whatever that means. It's probably a more
orangey brown than the purplish brown of the LSWR/SR. My guess is that Ashford would not have
stocked two different kinds of pigment, but added black to the iron-oxide red for ordinary goods stock.
Humbrol 160, German Camouflage Red-Brown, is good, though perhaps with a touch of black added.

2.

The ends were almost certainly painted bright red.

3.

The body colour should be taken down onto headstocks and solebars. The W-irons and axleboxes should
be black, as should the steps, running-board hangers, buffer stocks and drawhook washer-plates. Whether
the body ironwork (rails, lamp-irons, etc was painted black rather than body colour is open to debate. I'm
inclined to believe that the bevel brake gear, spindle, block and links should be black, not red, so I've
painted all the ironwork black.

4.

The roof would have started white, and quickly become yellowed by light and blackened by soot...

5.

Mansell’s patent required wheel axles to be painted blue as a distinguishing feature. As he was in charge
at Ashford, he may have insisted on this, even for goods vehicles. The wheel centres were varnished teak.
The tyres were white – on the first day in service maybe!

6.

Buffer pads, brake blocks and running boards were probably varnished rather than painted, and so could
be teak brown.

7.

The lettering GOODS BREAK VAN and numbering can be clearly seen in photos of later vans in the
HMRS collection, reproduced in Southern Wagons Volume 3. Fox Transfers have a sheet.

8.

Repainting goods stock was not a high priority for the SE&CR, so many wagons and vans survived for
years in their original livery. It's an open question whether these brake vans were ever repainted grey. We
know that at the formation of the SE&CR, Ashford had large stocks of oxide paint. They may well have
kept the brown but given white non-serifed SE&CR style lettering and numbering. By the time Maunsell
took over, those that remained were probably painted mid to dark grey and given the large SECR lettering
seen in photos.
HISTORICAL NOTES

There were six or more types of SER Goods Break Vans:
1. 1840s. There are tantalising notes in the 1850s register at Kew on early brake ‘vans’. (For those who
don’t know the register it gives no dimensions. Existing sketches and drawings only date from the 1850s
and have gaps, making it difficult to align these with the numbering. It is complicated by new wagons
and vans taking, in general, the numbers of previous similar vehicles.) Some had water tanks,
presumably for ballast. Some were only for coal trains and others for general goods. One or two had
‘powerful’ brakes. Such brakes as were fitted were probably sledge brakes, and one is noted as having
an ‘iron shield’ presumably to curb sparks. At least one was an open wagon with a drop door on one
side and a guard’s compartment on the other. A sentry box? However, very few are noted and no date of
acquisition. This means they had been bought before the register had been compiled and as there are
so few, it’s likely that most goods trains in the 1840s and the early 1850s had no brake vans. Wagon
th
drawings well into the second half of the 19 Century show end lamp-irons and this may be
confirmation.
2. Half-open single verandah type shown in an Ashford drawing dated 1849. It has the slide brake with
four shoes pressing on the inner side of the tires. Maybe one day I shall make a kit… Where the register
shows brakes fitted with slide brakes and acquired from 1850, it seems reasonable to assume that
given numbers can be assigned to this drawing: 1671-97 (1853); 1865-74 (1854); 2145-54 (1855).
Could possibly be Nos 628-651 as 648-651 were rebuilt GBVs 1904-5
3. ?1860s to ca.1880 – the type represented by the 1860s version of this kit, using the slide brake. Perhaps
they took the numbers of worn-out 1840s GBVs from private manufacturers. It’s difficult to be sure of
numbering after the discontinuing of the 1852 register in 1855, but safe numbers are probably 4956-66,
4962, 5927-30, 6349, 6352, 6354, 6355.
4. Ca.1880 to 1896 – A similar, heavier version, 2" wider and 2” lower. It can be identified by the side
bottom-rail which sits between the headstocks. At the end, there is no bottom rail and the uprights fit
directly onto the headstock which are the same height as before. It’s as though the body had been
squashed down onto the underframe to save the 2”. Suggestions are in the instructions as to how the kit
might be modified to suit. These later vans had the more modern clasp brakes hung on pivots, so you
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would need to replace the slide-brake castings with the SER-Kits clasp brake etch. The end bevel gear,
linkage and pull-rod were identical.
A large number of these vans were built from 1896 to the early 1900s by Ashford. Safe numbers to use
are 8930-49, 1872-87. The SECR vans are listed in SR Wagons Vol 3 along with the Metro Cammell
sequences.
5. An 'express version' with duckets, from ca.1885. Probably only one batch Nos.7747-58, as there so few
photos, unlike the other types.
6. A 6-wheel version with an open verandah at one end, and roofed at the other. Based on a Midland
pattern, Slaters can provide a version of their Midland kit suitable for SER/SE&CR.
The last four are described with photographs in SR Wagons Vol. 3.
Many of the 'Type 3' vans represented by the GBV60 kit survived into SE&CR days, and a number survived on
backwater duties into the early days of the SR. The historical record is ambiguous, simply because these
vans evolved seamlessly into the 'Type 3' vans, and the two types were lumped together on the same
diagrams. It may be that further research will clarify these problems.
At least one of the 'Type 2' vans had a side louvre ventilator. (See Southern Wagons Vol 3, Plate 146.) As the
open verandah vans ('Type 1') had two side louvre ventilators, it may be that earlier numbers of the 1860-80
van (this kit) had the ventilators, but they were discontinued as unnecessary later on. Certainly, the heavier
replacement break vans from the 1880s had no louvres. In later years some of the 1860-80 vans were fitted
with stove and chimney.
As goods trains got longer and heavier, it became the South Eastern's practice to have one break van at the
front of the train, in addition to the one at the rear. Since the first batch of Stirling's O class 0-6-0 locomotives
had brakes on the tender only, the guard's job was even more important! Two sharp toots on the whistle was
the driver’s signal to the guard to apply brakes, and one to release.
The double-aspect tail lamps were probably painted red, and were intended to be hung on the side of the van
to show a white light to the driver and a red light to the rear. When the vans were idle, the lamps were hung
out of the way on the end-facing irons.
Safety chains and hooks were probably retained into the early days of the SE&CR.
FURTHER READING

An Illustrated History of Southern Wagons, Vol 3 – SE&CR, by G. Bexley, A. Blackburn, R. Chorley, M. King,
OPC.
FINALLY:

I hope you’ve enjoyed assembling this kit. If you’ve had any problems, let me know, and I’ll try to find a solution
for later kits.
Dan Garrett
21 Weald Close
Weald, Sevenoaks
Kent TN14 6QH
Email: Serkits1@aol.com
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